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“I downloaded the new Diskeeper 2010 licenses just a few weeks ago. Things are working very well as I've
come to expect from Diskeeper Corporation.
“So far the IntelliWrite technology has prevented over 70% of fragments on my system. Automatic
defragmentation handled the rest. My PC is running very well!
“Right now I'm using Diskeeper on all of the PCs that I support. Currently Diskeeper is handling on
average about 11,000 fragments daily (74% are handled by IntelliWrite, 26% by the automatic defrag).
And the technology is working fine as far as it only uses idle CPU time. I never notice any issues with it
running in the background.
“I've been using Diskeeper since 2003 now and have been very happy with it. I've always had Diskeeper
on my newer systems. It's one of the first things I install when getting a new PC/laptop now, but I can tell
you the first systems I installed it on ran a lot faster after I had done the defragmentation using Diskeeper.
“I definitely would recommend automatic defrag to other administrators. It's been running very smoothly
on my systems and I'm impressed by how non-resource-intensive it is. The InvisiTasking® really works
well! It runs so quietly I normally forget that Diskeeper is even there.”
James Ingram, Verizon Business

#13 Fortune 500 list

“I do consider Diskeeper to be a vital tool. With IntelliWrite technology, 27% improvement in read/write
times and about 2/3 of the fragmentation is prevented. From my perspective, my own work is better off
as a result of using Diskeeper because the tool helps keep our systems running up to par performance
wise, by keeping the volumes defragged. I enjoy the “Set It and Forget It”
automatic scheduled defragging during off-peak business hours.”

® setting to be able to do

Jeff Han, IT Desktop Services Manager, Rent-A-Center, Inc.
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“We did not have a chance to benchmark our systems prior to installing Diskeeper 2010 so we do not have
any solid figures to provide. However, our ‘shining star’ is Diskeeper 2010 Server on our file server. This
virtual server on our SAN hosts both user home directories and our shared data directory. On any given
day we have 30 or more staff making use of both shares, which has tangibly slowed file access over time in
the past due to a high file fragmentation rate. Diskeeper reports that in the last week IntelliWrite has
prevented over 4000 file fragments from occurring, a 46% prevention rate. Running Diskeeper has not
adversely affected server performance either, likely due to InvisiTasking consuming only idle resources.
Diskeeper has saved us time and money by automating disk defragmentation and eliminating the
downtime usually associated with it.”
Derek Okawa, Health Information Technology Technician, Bay Clinic, Inc.

“We have been a Diskeeper customer for several years now and have not had any complaints. Installation
is quick and easy with the admin console tool. The application does not have code bloat with each new
version. I believe that the traditional hard drive in our environment has lasted longer since the drive
heads have to do less work. I have 5-year-old PCs with the original hard drives in them.
“I have been very impressed with the new Intelliwrite prevention technology. I have seen 90% frag
prevention on workstations and have a 380 gb Microsoft SQL database with 99% prevention. Our Domain
Controllers and Fileservers range from 78% to 88%. This average has been done since we installed the
Diskeeper 2010 versions in November of 2009.”
Mike Liskanich, IT Manager, Ohio Valley Community Credit Union

“We have Diskeeper 2010 deployed on all new machines and all servers. I must say that the IntelliWrite
technology is one of the best features so far. It keeps the drive from becoming fragmented in the first
place. I consider it a proactive measure against fragmentation.
“In the past without Diskeeper, I have experienced failed drives more often. A drive failing used to be
anticipated three years ago. We have not had a drive fail in over a year in my estimation.
“I would absolutely recommend it to others. In fact I have, but I do not know if they took my advice. I only
wish they have. Diskeeper is the only software that is true and straight to the point. It should be the first
thing considered when building your software tools for system maintenance.”
Doug Spieth, IT Director, Tippmann Sports, LLC

“We have been users of Diskeeper for about 6 years. I had been using Diskeeper at home for a
while and was suitably impressed with the improvements over older versions. When we
upgraded our business server in November, it made sense to me to upgrade to the latest server
edition of Diskeeper.
“The automatic defragmentation takes care of what fragmentation has occurred since the
previous day. While we have not run any quantitative tests, according to the logs it appears that
the new IntelliWrite technology is preventing between 40 to 70% of potential fragmentation on
a daily basis.
“Based on our experience with our old server, keeping the server disks defragmented certainly
results in better response time. I would have no reservations whatsoever about recommending
Diskeeper to anyone.”
Steve Matraszek, Fegley Associates CPA
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